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Manifest
E d i t o r i a l

Collaboration  
and 

Institutions
I am convinced that most of us have the 
potential to contribute at least one essay, 
editorial or news analysis to any of the 
best publications in the world.

However, your chances of being 
published are meager, perhaps non-
existent, regardless of the quality of your 
writing.

The reason why this is so is because the 
New York Times, Le Monde or Il 
Corriere, are institutions. 

Paraphrasing an inspiring presentation 
by Clay Shirky on TED Talks, (find it on 
Manifest’s website), institutions ask “can 
this person work for us?

Institutions tend to believe that if 
someone can only contribute something 
relevant once in his lifetime, then the 
institution will have nothing to do with 
this person.

The collaborative model asks why would 
you want to give up on the 80% of the 
value that is provided by people with 
perhaps only one contribution.

Likewise Manifest believes that it can 
provide its readers with a constant 
stream of interesting writings, from 
people from around the world, about the 
most disparate subjects.

In this issue you will travel from 
Thailand to Hong Kong and towards the 
Future.

 Wahyd Vannoni

 

Graveside
By Jeremy Hay in Kanchanaduri, Thailand.

I visited my grandfather Alistair William 
Hay’s grave today for the first time. It 
seems somehow auspicious that the visit 
falls on the 20th anniversary of the day I 
quit drinking and got sober. 

Maybe I would have visited otherwise, 
though that’s unlikely given where I was 
headed, but even if I had I would almost 
certainly have been drunk — in order, 
naturally, to fully apprehend the 
solemnity of the moment — and would 
have taken away only the haziest of 
memories. 

No, I think that my grandfather would 
have much appreciated my sobriety at 
his grave, as would my grandmother, of 
whom I have some wonderful memories 
but whom I also called late one night to 
chat with when I was 19, and stone 
drunk. That was the last time I spoke to 
her.

Her husband — they were married in 
Singapore and had, if I recall, about 8 
years together, before the war, is buried 
in the Kanchanaburi War Cemetery, in 
Grave Number 8 A: 02, in the northeast 

corner of a graveyard that holds the 
remains of about 7,000 soldiers who died 
on the Thailand Burma Railway, what’s 
become known as the Death Railway. 
Some 16,000 Allied soldiers, the majority 
British, the others Australian, Dutch and 
American, died on or because of the 
Death Railway.  A far greater number of 
Malays, Indians, Sri Lankans, Burmese 
and Javanese died — more than 100,000 
— and no records exist: no gravestones, 
no names.

Today, in a light, intermittent rain, we 
placed orchids on my grandfather’s 
gravestone, which showed his age, when 
he died: 46. I think my grandmother — 
Granny, I called her — must have chosen 
the epitaph, because it appears in the 
spot where on other gravestones are 
messages of love, or eternal 
remembrance, or short religious 
passages. Granny (if indeed it was she) 
chose to have engraved his educational 
résumé.

He was among the oldest of those at rest 
here. Most of the other graves here 
belong to men who were in their early 
twenties, although there are many who 
were younger, some also in their late 
forties and at least one who was 50.

Continues on page 2
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Once 
upon a time 

“ 15 August ”

1519
Panama City, Panama, 
is founded.

1914
The Panama Canal 
opens to traffic 
with the transit 
of the cargo 
ship 
Ancon.

15 August 2008 / Issue 2     The only publication where no sentences are left without a verb and none begins with “and”.

“Bore: a person who talks when you wish him to listen.” Ambrose Bierce, “The Devilʼs Dictionary”

The “A” represents the location of Kanchanaburi, 
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(continued from page 1)

My grandfather was in the Malay Civil Service, 
in what was at the time a British Protectorate, a 
colony essentially, serving in Penang when on 
Dec. 7, 1941, the Japanese invaded what today is 
Malaysia. He packed my dad and his two sisters 
and my grandmother off to Singapore and from 
there to Australia to wait-out the war. He signed 
up with the volunteers in the terribly 
mismanaged defense effort that quickly led to the 
fall of both Malaysia and so-called “Fortress 
Singapore.”

I’m probably 
distorting the Hay 
family history 
terribly here, but I 
believe he had four 
brothers — two of 
whom served also 
abroad in the 
colonial government 
— and three of them 
died in World War I 
and II.

My dad has been 
trying, especially as 
he has crossed into 
older age himself, to 
find out more about 
his own father, 
whom he neither 
knew nor was able 
to learn much about 
before. He was a 
committed pacifist 
apparently, who 
paradoxically 
volunteered to fight; 
a talented linguist who spoke several Chinese 
dialects, as well as Malay and French; who in the 
prison camps served as camp interpreter and, I 
believe, as custodian of the POW’s secret radio, a 
role punishable by execution if discovered.

He died, according to information gathered at the 
Thailand Burma Railway Centre, a museum 
about the Death Railway that is here in 
Kanchanaburi, and from fellow prisoners’ 
accounts, of a heart attack brought on by 
pneumonia and attendant complications. It 
seems that his funeral at Nathom Pathom, the 
camp where he died on Nov. 21, 1944, was the 
largest to have taken place there.

At the museum today, on a faint hope, I gave the 
staff a sheet containing what little information 
about him I knew: his name, the unit he served 
with, the Singapore Volunteers,and his grave plot 
number. The centre’s manager, an Australian 
whose father worked on the railway and died 
soon after the war, said he’d see what he could 

do but couldn’t promise much: “We’re 
researching all the time,” he said.

An hour later he popped his head around an 
exhibit we were looking at and said, “Don’t go 
anywhere.”

It turned out that in the previous week he’d 
received a new batch of research notes that 
included some more specific information about 
my grandfather. There was more of the 
government work he’d been doing in Penang, 
which included serving as a district judge, and as 
something titled “Protector of Chinese.”  The 

new details also included the “Force,” or work 
unit he’d been assigned to during the war, the H 
Force, one of two that were subjected to some of 
the worst of the railway labor demands, during 
the construction’s late stage, known as The 
Speedo,” when the Japanese were pushing 
frantically to finish the railway to replace the sea-
borne supply routes they’d lost after the Battle of 
Midway in the Pacific.

With that detail, we were able to determine the 
route he would have marched upon arriving 
from Singapore in Thailand, the camps he’d 
worked at along the railway and the exact plots 
of land in Kanchanaburi where he and his fellow 
prisoners would have been housed at various 
stages. One property is now a soccer field, while 
the aerodrome is now a bus station.

On the train here from Bangkok – … I began to 
wonder for the first time what I would say to my 
grandfather if we were to meet today, me at my 
age, he at the age when he died or thereabouts.

I think I would say this to my grandfather:

Your son, who rarely spoke about you to me 
when I was young, now speaks of you with what 
seems to me a great and increasingly urgent 
admiration, for your facility with languages, for 
your humor, evidenced in the few surviving 
letters and postcards, and for the decisions you 
made in the crucible-like times that you lived. 
Also that your son grew to be full of a sense of 
his own shortcomings, a sense honed by your 
absence and by the impression of achievement 
and sacrifice left lingering by your death; and 
that I, his grandson, have grown up with a sense 

of my own 
shortcomings, honed 
by my own 
admiration for my 
father’s 
achievements and 
character.

I think I would say 
that we both — your 
son and your 
grandson — wonder 
what we would have 
done in your place, 
with the war bearing 
down, and with 
wives and children 
of our own, and 
what, in the end, 
would be the right 
thing to do.

I think I would say 
that, for all your 
decision cost, I am 
proud and honored 
to know you, and 
that somehow, in 
some strange and 

illogical way that I don’t yet understand, you 
have in some way shaped me, as much by your 
death as your life, and that one day, when I fully 
comprehend how that is so, then, perhaps, I will 
know you better and have done you proud too.

---

Jeremy Hay is a reporter with a New York Times 
Regional newspaper, The Santa Rose Press 
Democrat, in Santa Rosa, California.  He and his 
family love traveling for what it teaches them 
about the world and themselves.  He is working 
on a book about traveling with children in 
Southeast Asia and dreaming of ways to travel 
permanently or, at least, to move to Asia.

You can find more of his writing at:

http://includemedia.wordpress.com/

experiences
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One of the many joys of having children is that  
you can relive your childhood all over again. 

For most of us, playing with Lego blocks means 
building houses, planes, perhaps castles and 
spaceships. Playtime should exceed time spent 
assembling by several orders of magnitude.

Yet, when we see Big Ben or the Eiffel Tower 
being reproduced using Lego we cannot but 
marvel at the ingenuity and patience of the 
people who built them.

One such person is Chiukeung. He lives in Hong 
Kong. He is a LEGO enthusiast and was 
nominated as LEGO Ambassador in 2008. He 
represents the China LEGO User Group.

His creations can be found at bricshelf:

http://www.brickshelf.com/cgi-bin/gallery.cgi?
m=chiukeung 

In the following interview, Chiukeung explains 
what it took he and his colleagues to build a 
replica of the Beijing National Stadium 
(nicknamed the “nest”) specially commissioned 
for the 2008 Olympic games.

How did you passion for LEGO develop? Did you 
ever give it up like most people do in their 
teenage years?

Chiukeung: My passion developed since I was 6. 
Like most of the AFOL (Adult Fan of LEGO), I 
gave up LEGO during my college and re-joined 
the LEGO world since the release of LEGO Star 
Wars series. 

How much time and how many people did it take 
to do the Lego, Beijing stadium?

Chiukeung: Seven major builders were 
participated in this project.

Coordinator and Mosaic: Hot

Nest Stadium Designer: Ming

Swimming Cube Designer: Vincent

Sport Village Designer: ChiuKeung

Residence Building Designer: AndyBear

Equestrianism Designer: Hudson

Ancient Greek Designer: WaiKee

 We then had help from more than 30 other 
members.

The Project began in January of 2008. It took six 
months in total to plan, design, order materials, 
assemble and set-up on location. 

Do you start with the equivalent of an 
architectural plan?

Chiukeung: We use reference photos during our 
planning and design phases. However, due to the 
very limited amount of information these bring 
us, most of the design was based on our 
imagination. 

Do you use computer imaging to plan your 
creation?

Chiukeung: Yes, the Nest stadium for example, 
Ming drafted the structure using a Computer 
Aided Design program to make sure the design 
was feasible to build

Can you order custom pieces from LEGO?

Chiukeung:I think LEGO will not produce 
custom pieces due to fans request. We almost use 
the existing inventories for our creations.

For myself, I usually order LEGO parts from 
Bricklink.

The Hong Kong LEGO® Users Group (HKLUG) 
was formed in 2007 by a group of LEGO® 
enthusiasts in Hong Kong SAR, China. 
HKLUG is a non-profit-making organization 
with the aim to promote LEGO® through 
creating high-quality art works.

http://www.hklug.hk

expressions

The Beijing National Stadium 

In traditional Chinese: 北京國家體育場

In 2002, Government officials engaged architects worldwide 
in a design competition. Pritzker Prize-winning architects 
Herzog & de Meuron collaborated with ArupSport and 
China Architecture Design & Research Group to win the 
competition. Contemporary Chinese artist, Ai Weiwei, is the 
Artistic Consultant for design

The stadium currently has a seating capacity of 91,000. The capacity will be reduced to 80,000 after the Olympic Games. 

The stadium is 330 metres (1,082 ft) long by 220 metres (721 ft) wide, and is 69.2 metres (227 ft) tall. The stadium uses 258,000 square metres (2,777,112 
square feet) of space and has a usable area of 204,000 square metres (2,195,856 square feet). 

It was built with 36 km (22.4 miles) of unwrapped steel, with a combined weight of 45,000 tonnes (49,600 tons). The stadium costs up to 3.5 billion yuan 
($423 million or £266 million or €340 million).

Source for the data: Chinatourtravel.org

http://www.brickshelf.com/cgi-bin/gallery.cgi?m=chiukeung
http://www.brickshelf.com/cgi-bin/gallery.cgi?m=chiukeung
http://www.brickshelf.com/cgi-bin/gallery.cgi?m=chiukeung
http://www.brickshelf.com/cgi-bin/gallery.cgi?m=chiukeung
http://www.hklug.hk
http://www.hklug.hk
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36 Hours 
Everyone knows what would an ideal day look like. In the spirit of this publication, I have modified this concept. 

First I stretched it from one day to 36 hours. Then, I extracted it from its geographical anchoring.

L o c a t i o n A c t i v i t y T i m e

Rome, Piazza Navona Breakfast at Caffe’ Bernini 08:30

London, Hyde Park Walk from Kensington Gardens to Marble Arch 09:30

Bilbao Have tapas 11:30

Cambridge, MA, MIT Campus Attend a lecture on sustainable architecture 12:00

Napoli, near Mergellina train station Have Pizza at “Da Ciro” 13:30

Cap Ferrat, France Walk around the peninsula 14:30

Rio de Janeiro Play football on Copacabana Beach 15:00

Tokyo Urban experience, shop 17:00

Hammamet, Tunisia Have “The’ ‘a la menthe” overlooking the bay during sunset 18:30

Rome Diner at Hotel Raphael with 360º rooftop view 20:00

Madrid Bar-hopping 22:00

Namche Bazar, Nepal Sleep in a buddhist monastery 00:00

Tokyo Experience the organised chaos at Tsukiji fish market 06:00

Siena and environs Cycling and sketching 08:00

London Builder’s Arms pub, Brunch, beer and football on T.V. 12:00

Montreal Coffee and Croissants at La Brulerie 14:00

Rome Antiques shopping on Via dei Coronari 14:45

Carmel, California Finish with body surfing and sunset gazing 16:00

Istanbul, Ali Sami Yen Staidum Watch Galatasaray - Fenerbahce 18:00

W h a t  w o u l d  y o u r  i d e a l  3 6  h o u r s  b e  l i k e ?
Let us know!

experiences Immigrant: An unenlightened person who thinks one 
country better than another. 

Ambrose Bierce: “The Devil Dictionary”

http://manifestmagazine.wordpress.com
http://manifestmagazine.wordpress.com
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The future is now.
Economists will tell you that making predictions is 
difficult especially when dealing with the future.

Manifest caught-up with Scott Smith, principal at 
Changeist, to help us understand what 

You are in the "future" business: what does this 
mean ?

More accurately, I am in the foresight business, 
which means I help companies identify, track and 
explore areas of emerging change that may not 
seem important to them at the moment, or for 
which they don't have a way to frame 
understanding or gain context. The purpose of my 
work is to help organizations see the world 
differently, and act on what they see in an 
informed and structured fashion.

"Structure" is the key word here: companies, and 
the many bright people that often work inside 
them, often have a peripheral awareness of 
important trends and driving forces they intuit 
will change their business, for good or ill, but they 
lack a systematic way of organizing what they are 
aware of, identifying what they may not be aware 
of but which might complete the picture, and then 
working with that knowledge in a way that allows 
them to plug this structured foresight into their 
decision process. They tend to let go of these 
critical insights, weak signals of change and 
patterns they may see emerging because they have 
nowhere to put them and no way to process them. 
Also the short-term thinking of many 
organizations prevents people within these 
systems from feeling free enough to explore the 
emerging patterns and find useful insights in 
them.

The end game for Changeist and the organizations 
we work with is to proactively move into the 
future, taking advantage of short-term 
opportunities and avoiding approaching obstacles 
while setting a course for a more positive, 
responsible long-term strategy.

Now, to your question, I specifically spend a lot of 
time exploring what you might call the "future" in 
a more whole fashion, developing scenarios, 
modeling new dynamics and possible long-term 
evolution of society, commerce, technology, 
politics, etc. Where I might pull just a slice of this 
"future" out for a client to see, for that slice to be 
useful, it has to have context. Thinking about that 
context puts my head in the "future" a lot of the 
time!

How does forecasting the economy and what you 
do differ?

Forecasting the economy is largely a quantitative, 
linear activity. You take recent data, historical 
patterns, and certain assumptions about future 
data, model it and generate an estimate of future 
economic conditions. This is, of course, a 

simplification, but it doesn't really step into a 
multidimensional world of many qualitative 
assumptions and trends that interplay to create 
"the future". Foresight is a "fuzzy" activity which 
involves making assumptions about a wide range 
of variables, some of which can be quantitative 
(demographics, for instance). but most of which 
are not. In fact, economic forecasts actually can 
become one of many streams that go into a 
qualitative foresight exercise.

How does one enter your business?

In my work I have come across, and worked with, 
many people who play in the foresight arena. 
Some have academic or corporate training in 
futures studies and foresight, and some have come 
to the field from other areas--design, engineering, 
journalism, film, pure research, art, anthropology, 
and so on. I tend to gravitate toward the later 
group, probably because I took this path myself. I 
think some people have an innate sense of pattern 
processing, and are natural observers, modelers 
and data collectors. It's hard to teach that, but I 
find they bring a very different set of eyes to the 
problems futurists need to crunch. What this 
group sometimes lacks is the structured means of 
making sense of all the "noise" they collect. This is 
where the formal training is useful.

In the end, I like people who can 
bring a fresh approach, a new way 
of thinking about a problem, 
because that's always valuable. The 
future is a rich and complicated 
place, and it's good to have a mix of 
people who can place vision before 
process at the right times and find a 
new way to approach the issues at 
hand.

Who are your customers? What do 
they need?

My clients range from 
large, global 
organizations who 
are aware the 
landscape they 
operate in is 
changing, and want a way of understanding it, to 
other "agencies" or intermediaries who have 
different specialities which can benefit from an 
injection of foresight. The first group tends to be 
made up of global brands that are well known to 
consumers, as well as fast-moving, smaller 
innovators who have a vision and want someone 
to help them articulate it.

Changeist has more of an orientation toward the 
second group--the design, communication and 
strategy agencies--than our peers or competitors. 
This is intentional, and has a lot to do with how 
we see the world--a little more creatively, fluidly 
and visually than older foresight groups.

Sometimes our clients start out wanting some 
insurance or validation of what they already think. 
This is no different than what happens in market 
research, for instance. We recognize that, but work 
to stretch them a little further--after all, there's 

little long-term benefit in just talking to someone 
who agrees with you. We work hard to get them to 
see things with new eyes, to put people--the 
social--at the center of their thinking, and get away 
from an engineer's or accountant's view of the 
world long enough to make the lightbulb go off. 
We can't change the world, but we might be able 
to change the way it sees itself!

How do you help them? What tangibles do you 
bring?

In concrete terms, we provide them several things: 
the tools with which to think, insights and data 
that can combine with their own to complete the 
picture, and platforms (venues, networks, 
exercises, immersions) on which to constructively 
explore the near future. The tools consist of ways 
of mapping, sorting, processing and visualizing 
more holistic pictures of the near future, from 
scenario approaches to ways of developing 
specific roadmaps to creative approaches to 
depicting future lifestyles. We do ongoing research 
across a wide range of areas that we draw from to 
provide the "guts" of these insights, what you 
might call trend collection. The types of trend data 
we collect, and how we assemble it, is what you 
might call our secret sauce. Lastly, we know our 
clients need a "space" to think clearly about the 

future, from workshops to 
immersions to online discussion 
groups. We try to bring many of 
these elements together in 
processes that help clients unfold 
their thinking, as it were, so they 
can get to a richer, more valuable 
outcome, using a repeatable 
template that works for them.

What is the most interesting 
thing you have come across?

This is a tough question to 
answer. I come across a lot of 

interesting things 
in the course of 
my work--threads 
of other people's 
thinking that 
intrigue me, 

strange and novel concepts, new technologies, etc. 
I don't tend to fetishize certain pet concepts or 
technologies. I think I tend to like most the 
unexpected twist of thinking, the counter trend, 
the left turn or remix of conventional wisdom. 
Every week or so I find an article or something 
that reveals a hidden part of the world that, 
knowing about it, adds another interesting 
dimension to my worldview.

In the last few years I have become very interested 
in cities as a laboratory of the future, because they 
mix together and ferment an amazing number of 
social, technological, economic, environmental 
and political trends and issues, and because they 
are rapidly becoming the living environment for 
most of the planet.

Continues on page 6.

experience

Scott Smith: his opinions have been reported by 
Bloomberg, Le Monde, CNN, and CNBC
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Be Published!
Manifest is interested in publishing original ideas and creations.

You may send your article, poem, book-review, opinion, short-story, feedback, pictures, interviews, 
essays to the following email:

i n f o @ m e d i a c o d e x . c o m

If you wish to remain anonymous please say so; otherwise, include one, some or all of the following: 
your name, age, nickname, location, short profile and a picture. 

Attachments should be kept under 3 megabytes. 

Submissions may be edited for clarity.

To Subscribe
All subscriptions are and will always be free. 

Send an email to i n f o @ m e d i a c o d e x . c o m  and write “Subscribe” in the title.

http://manifestmagazine.wordpress.com

Founder and publisher:

Wahyd Vannoni

wahyd.vannoni@mediacodex.com

News and Features Editors: 

Their mission is to find interesting stories which 
merit publishing in Manifest. Get involved!

Kristin Ireland kristin_ireland@hotmail.com 
Oceania, South America

Macha El-Hage macha_elhage@yahoo.fr 

Middle-East

Marwen Mrabet murabetmarwen@hotmail.com 
Africa

About Manifest
What trends should we pay attention in 
mid-2008?

I think we can't escape looking at resources 
(not only energy, but attention and cognitive 
capacity, time, living space, etc) and what 
constraints on these resources mean for how 
we will live. The world isn't an infinite 
source of raw material, and we are now 
seeing the impact of that. A lot of systems we 
live in and rely on are reaching their limits of 
complexity or stability, and we have to 
recognize that and start thinking about 
different ways to deal with this. Some of the 
solutions are simple and even personal, but 
have to be scaled up. Others mean finding 
different, new or even old and discarded 
ways of living.

We need to get away from the idea that we 
can purely innovate and consume our way 
out of constraint, and be willing to accept 
that life might be different than the model 
we've embraced for the last century. This is 
an where an approach to foresight that takes 
into account our wants, needs and 
capabilities as humans can be useful. It gets 
us away from thinking about adding more 
layers of "new" to the world, and looks more 
directly at what we are capable of, what our 
capacities are, and how we want to live.

---

Scott Smith is Principal at Changeist. With 
over 15 years as a thought leader, analyst, 

consultant, writer and futurist, Scott has 
traveled the globe

 monitoring and mapping the convergence of 
social, technological and economic change. 
He served as a futurist and director for a 
Washington, DC-based foresight firm, 
helping respected brands such as Nokia, 
Honda, P&G, Kellogg’s and McDonald’s 
understand and plan for new consumer 
behaviors and the technologies that will 
impact their lives in the future. Prior to this, 
Scott led consumer and business research 
and consulting practices for the Yankee 
Group, Current Analysis and Jupiter 
Communications, in London, Washington, 
DC and New York, respectively. In these 
roles, he learned and refined the analytical, 
pragmatic view of the world that makes 
Changeist's insights distinctive and valuable 
today. He has shared his vision at major 
conferences such as the recent ICE08 in 
Toronto, LIFT08 and LIFT07 in Geneva,  
2007's SxSW, and EPIC 2006, and his 
opinions have been reported by Bloomberg, 
Le Monde, CNN, and CNBC. Scott is 
currently researching a book, Emotional 
Connectivity, about the next frontier of 
digital communication, which he plans to 
have published in 2009.

On the web at:

www.changeist.com
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